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To realise a society in which women were fully liberated you would have to dismantle
capitalism, male dominance, white supremacy and environmental exploitation.

The analysis of male dominance is necessarily tied to the exploitation of the earth,
raw materials, and the labour

of non-white and socio-economically disadvantaged people.

The idea that feminism ends up being dominated by privileged white women and
becomes disconnected from its revolutionary potential is an important critique made
by Black feminists.

That critique has been taken and weaponised in order to completely decentre the
critique of male dominance in its interconnection the other forms of material
exploitation and replace it with nebulous identity politics bullshit.



· Jun 9, 2020Joanne Harris @Joannechocolat
The nature of activism is, by definition, to challenge the status quo. 
This is often uncomfortable. That's because the staus quo doesn't 
like to be challenged, or changed. And yet without it, we would 
have none of the freedoms we take for granted.

Joanne Harris
@Joannechocolat

I've lost friends to the trans debate, but only ever on the side 
of those who now represent the status quo, and feel the 
need to defend it, even if that means denying others the 
freedoms they themselves now enjoy.
1�27 PM · Jun 9, 2020
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And this has been done in the service of centering the interests of middle class white
males and their idealist claims to identity, over materialist class politics.

Representation is of no value without redistribution.

Pay Black people for the work they have done and do.

Pay women for the work they have done and do.

The work on which the very fabric of our societies is built, and which has been
materially exploited for millennia.

Or alternatively, decide that the most important social transformation you can
demand is a drop down menu on a social media app that erases the lived and material
reality of sex and does NOTHING to threaten corporation's bottom line.

Dr. Jane Clare Jones
@janeclarejones

So, with all these claims to the extreme marginalisation of 
the trans community floating around - and being used to 
dismiss women as uppity privileged bitches - I thought we'd 
have a little look at the demographics of the people who 
created the modern trans rights movement.

9�23 AM · Jun 10, 2020
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You've been played. FOOL.

You can follow @janeclarejones.

Share this thread

____ 
Tip: mention @threader_app on a Twitter thread with the keyword “compile” to get a
link to it. 

Enjoy Threader? Sign up. 

Since you’re here... 

... we’re asking visitors like you to make a contribution to support this independent
project. In these uncertain times, access to information is vital. Threader gets
1,000,000+ visits a month and our iOS Twitter client was featured as an App of the
Day by Apple. Your financial support will help two developers to keep working on this
app. Everyone’s contribution, big or small, is so valuable. Support Threader by
becoming premium or by donating on PayPal. Thank you.
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